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Faces of an inner world
– A new, astrology-based method for personality and fate analysing –

______________________________________________________________________

Did you know that there is a warrior inside of you who fights for what you want?
Did you know that there is a ruler inside of you who leads you on your winding path?
Did you know that there is a mediator inside of you influencing your thinking?
Did you know that there is a sorcerer inside of you who drives you towards extremes?
Did you know that your inhibitions and failures are largely due to the rigid and
conservative old man living inside of you?
Many other figures are living inside of you as well. They are your role personalities.

This book introduces the figures living in your soul – as they appear in your
astrological birth chart. Our method gives a refreshingly new insight into
astrological symbols and helps you visualize your inner dramas through
intriguing portrayals and subject pictures.
Everybody has an inner Realm („the inner world”), controlled from a Royal
Court. This Court is called KaSztella® - a Castle of Stars. The characters living
in our Realm and Castle, largely determine our personality and course of fate.
Assemble the parts of your unique inner world and get closer to the figures
who shape your personality and destiny!
www.kasztella.com (www.kasztella.hu)
_________________________________________________________________
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About the method
Our book introduces our unique inner characters. With the help of the book
we can meet the figures who inhabit our inner world, build up our personality, and
thus shape our destiny as well. These characters play various roles in our inner
world, and they also determine the role we play in the outer world. Everyone has an
almost completely unique cast. These figures have harmonious or tense relationships
with each other, hence they perform a kind of “royal drama” on the stage of our
inner world – a drama that has a meaning and an end to it.
We all have a King living inside of us, a ruler who represents our rational self,
a decision-maker who is responsible for the way we act (he is the Sun in astrology).
In order to govern our life adequately, he needs the help of other figures in his Court.
From among these other characters his female counterpart, the Queen (Moon) stands
out as significant; she is the symbol of our emotional world. The Courier (Mercury) is
the official mediator of the Court, who shows the way we think, move and express
ourselves. Our inner harmony and sophistication is mirrored in the Lady-in-Waiting
(Venus), whose task is to wage peace – in contrast with the Captain (Mars), the leader
of the army, who has to fight and obtain what we want. These five figures are only
the main characters, besides them many other figures and factors build up our
personality and destiny. One of the most important factors is our Realm, our unique
inner world (the ascendant in astrology).
Many of us know that if they were born on May 1st, they belong to the Taurus
sign. But everyone must know that this usually applies only to the position of the
Sun, that is, these people have a Taurus King. Yet, now we know that besides the
King there are other important characters living inside of us, who also play a role in
shaping our personality. Their positions and signs can be determined by astrological
programs, tables and charts. On our website – www.kasztella.com – everyone can
obtain a personal KaSztella chart. With the help of this chart every reader may
identify his or her King, Queen, Courier, Lady-in-Waiting, Captain, Prelate, Old
King, Clown, Ghost, Sorcerer, and the Realm governed by these figures. It will also
be possible to define which field of life these characters dominate, what kind of
relationship they maintain with each other, in what way the Kingdom can develop,
what dark secrets the Castle holds, and so on. We give all necessary help for the
interpretation of the chart.
Getting to know our inner characters helps the improvement of selfknowledge and self-acceptance. It is often enough to take a look at our figures, try to
make friends with them, and we will bit by bit recognise them in our thoughts,
emotions and actions. With the help of the greatly expressive descriptions and
pictures we might be able to understand our inner contradictions as well. At the
same time, it is not only our consciousness that might develop rapidly, but also our
relationships, because through the figures we might understand the powers that
drive other people, and the factors that complicate our human relationships.
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About the book
This book is not about astrology by definition, it is about self-knowledge.
Considering its genre, it is somewhere between psychology and astrology (with
some esoteric influence). It could be labelled with expressions like “role
personalities” or “archetypes”. This personality-analysing method is suitable for all
types of readers, those interested in astrology and laymen too, because it evokes
universal archetypes which are also well known from myths, tales and psychology.
Astrology has a great advantage as opposed to psychology: while a
psychologist has to analyse his or her patients for months to get a picture of the
personality, an astrologer has a complete map of the patient’s traits – the birth chart.
The map has to be deciphered according to ancient and modern rules of astrology.
Until now this science has been quite closed, because astrologers tended to bastion
themselves with enigmatic and complicated terms and symbols. KaSztella throws
out light in the darkness, and makes the personality-map easier to understand for the
curious and susceptible readers.
With this aim in mind, we tended to reduce the amount of astrology in the
book to the minimum; instead of abstract astrological notions, we included ancient
archetypal motifs, like the King (Sun), the Queen (Moon), the Courier (Mercury), the
Captain (Mars), the Prelate (Jupiter) etc. By presenting all figures in all 12 zodiac
signs, we help the readers understand the analogical nature of the world. With the
descriptions and pictures we would like to act on the readers’ own intuition and selfknowledge. Nevertheless, if the readers would like to know more about the
astrological theory, they will find a kind of astrological course-book on our
homepage.
The book is 296 pages long, a B5 standard offset size. It has a hard cover with a
matte foil, and sewn binding. It contains 90 colourful pages with illustrations.
Since our starting point is the birth chart, we need a kind of diagram, but
instead of the traditional astrological birth chart, we use our own KaSztella chart,
with symbolic chess figures in the parts of the Castle (see next page). This individual
chart can be obtained from our homepage. In our book we also help readers to
convert a traditional astrological chart to a KaSztella chart, so that even those can
enjoy our method who – for some reason – cannot get access to our software. Also, at
the end of the book there are charts and tables showing the positions of the figures
(geocentric ephemeris of the planets) in an interval of approximately 100 years.
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This is the scheme of the chart our software will produce. The book also provides
tables to identify the symbols for the zodiac signs, the figures (King, Queen, Courier
etc.) and the other parts of this chart (e.g. the rooms of the Castle – astrological
houses; the relationships – aspects of planets). From these individual elements,
everyone can build up their inner realm, their unique castle, their cast of role
personalities, and the distinctive drama they create.
Apart from the 133 colourful images, many black and white illustrations make the
book more appealing and visual. The illustrations were created by Kira Santa and
Peter Balla. The visual representations and the written descriptions together make
up the complete characters, so the graphics are an indispensable part of the method.
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A Foretaste of Illustrations
Here we present the Captains in all 12 zodiac signs to show the difference between
their natures. They all fight with unique weapons, making our struggles individual.
(Aries Captain – fights outright, aggressively)

(Taurus Captain – leisured, slow but sure)

(Gemini Captain – fights with words and information)
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(Cancer Captain – fights with emotions)

(Leo Captain – conquers with his crushing personality)

(Libra Captain – fights with diplomacy, a peacemaker)
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(Virgo-Captain – fights with tactics)

(Scorpio Captain – fights with manipulation)

(Sagittarius Captain – spreads his faith)

(Capricorn Captain – fights orderly, for great aims)

(Aquarius Captain – a rebel with unusual weapons)
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(Pisces Captain – intuitive and self-sacrificing)

